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We have tested Borderlands 1, 2, and currently updating the review with Borderlands 3, most of
these reviews, the games will fail to install. This is because Borderlands 2 uses a list of key

features to detect the system, and the Xbox ONE PLAYER Mini is not compatible. There is no way
to get around this and the only real way to play on your Xbox is through the USB stick in the

player. We have reached out to GPD and will update this review when we have more information
on this and how to work around it. Of course, when you start talking about emulation and ROM

distribution its impossible to not address the rather shady nature of the process. There are legal
issues to consider here some of the games you can download and play on the GPD XD are still

very much under copyright, and many are available via legal channels, such as Nintendos Virtual
Console services on its 3DS and Wii U consoles. The shoulder buttons are very clicky, and slightly
louder than the Xbox controller, which is one area where I'd say the ONE XPLAYER Mini is slightly
worse. The triggers are fantastic though -- they're analog and just as smooth (albeit not quite as

silent) as the ones on Xbox, so they feel fantastic. Overall, playing games on this device just
feels great. The menu buttons and the remaining face buttons are hard and clicky, which doesn't
feel amazing, but you won't be using them that often, so I think it's fine. The touch screen works
better than any on any smartphone I've used in the past, and the speed is pretty close to how

much the original XBOX consoles use and feel. Its pretty clear the OEM intended this as a purely
gaming device.
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